Price Request Information

TRI-FAB, LLC  Phone 859-781-0450, Fax 859-781-0581

VERTICAL LIFTS

Quantity __________ Configuration: □ “C”  □ “Z”  □ 90°
Date ____________________________
Model Required __________________ Reversible: □ Yes  □ No
Service __________________________
Package or item to be handled (also describe bottom):

Package Length in direction of travel:
Max: L L L
Min: W W W
Ht: Ht Ht

* List all packages to be handled on a separate sheet if necessary
Package Wt: _________ Min lbs. _________ Max lbs.
Rate/Packages per minute/hour __________________
Load elevation __________ Discharge elevation __________
Total Change of Elevation __________________
Voltage Required __________________________
Special conditions __________________________

Customer conveyor to and from lift
(Describe conveyor width, type and speeds)

Environment & Plant Electrical Requirement
□ Enclosed  □ Freezer  □ Explosion proof  □ Wash Down  □ Other ______

Site Access Doors
Height __________ Width __________
Hours/day lift runs __________ Days/week __________
UL approved electrical panel required? □ Yes  □ No
Are you a distributor for a conveyor manufacturer? If so who:

PALLETT STACKER/UNSTACKER

UL approved electrical panel required? □ Yes  □ No
Operation: □ Stack  □ Right Hand
□ Unstack  □ Left Hand
□ Both  □ In Line
Max Qty. in Stack ______
Rate per hour ______
Hours per day ______
Describe item to be handled (basket, pallet, board, etc.). Please include drawing if possible.

Size:
□ Long (in direction of travel)
□ Wide (across width of conveyor)
□ High
□ Weight Each

Material:
(wood, metal, plastic, etc.)

Infeed:
□ Automatic via conveyor
□ Manual
□ Forktruck

Discharge:
□ Automatic via conveyor
□ Manual
□ Forktruck

Site Conditions:
□ Dry
□ Wet
□ Hosedown
□ Temperate

Finish:
□ Paint
□ Epoxy
□ Galvanize
□ Stainless Steel

Company Name: ____________________________ Phone: ____________________________
Contact Name: ____________________________ Fax: ____________________________
E-mail: __________________________________

Circle the Pallet(s) resembling yours

Two Way Stringer
Double Wing
Premium Panel Dock
Stringer
Perimeter Base
Heavy Duty Four-Way Entry
Grocery Four-Way
Single Wing
Single Faced Skid
Reversible